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The correlation of the pressure difference inside and outside

of the bubble to the surface tension of liquid and the radius of the

bubble was studied by forcing carbon dioxide gas through a hypodermic

needle submerged into the bottom of a water column. Experiments were

conducted at three different heights of water in the tank, using three

different sizes of hypodermic needles.

The expecting relation of this study is

26
AP =

r

where AP is the pressure difference inside and outside of the bubble,

6 is the surface tension of the liquid and r is the radius of the

bubble. The result of the experiment shcwed that the pressure inside

the bubble after leaving the tip of the needle was slightly lower

than at the tip of the needle. That resulted in a much higher value

of surface tension than expected. The investigation revealed that

a slight error in any pressure measurement could result in large



errors in the data.

Photo studies indicated that the bubbles released from the hypo

dermic needles were greater than theory would predict. This agreed

with previous investigators.
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A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION ON GAS BUBBLE FORMATION FROM
HYPODERMIC NEEDLES INTO VARIOUS DEPTH WATER COLUMNS

I. INTRODUCTION

The contacting of a gas with a liquid for the purpose of mass

transfer of one or more components is an important operation in

chemical engineering. Sometimes, the mass transfer is followed by

a chemical reaction. One or both of the phases are normally sub-

divided in such a contacting operation. The purpose of this phase

subdivision is generally two fold; it increases the interfacial

area and it produces relative motion between phases. Both of these

effects contribute to an increase in the mass transfer rate.

Because of the great importance of the contacting operation, a

lot of different devices have been developed for carrying it out.

These may be basically divided into two groups. In the first group

the liquid surface is increased by making the liquid flow down over

various types of solid shapes in the form of a thin film or by sub-

dividing the liquid in the gas in form of droplets. In the second

group the gas is subdivided within the liquid with the gas in

bubble form.

Many different industries have operation involving gas bubble

equipment. In the chemical industry gases are absorbed in liquid

with or without chemical reaction taking place at the same time and

with or without the pressure of a solid phase as a reactant, as a

product or as a catalyst. The contacting of gas and liquid in form

of gas bubbles, such as in the fermentation industries, the provision

of oxygen or air is one of the most important factors. Similar
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principles and requirements apply to waste disposal plants and in the

mineral and metallergical industries where gases, such as sulfur

dioxide, are often contacted with slurries,

The object of this thesis was the experimental study of the

pressure difference which exists between the inside and outside

of the bubble and how it is related to the diameter of the orifices,

diameter of the bubbles and the surface tension of liquid.

The carbon dioxide-water system was chosen for the following

reasons:

1. Carbon dioxide is absorbed by water but not at such a fast

rate that it will be completely absorbed while the bubble is formed

in the nozzle.

2. Carbon dioxide is not corrosive to the metal or plastic

parts of the equipment, Carbon dioxide is not toxic while other

gases such as ammonia and sulfur-dioxide, which are often used in

absorption studies, are toxic.

3. Water is cheap and easy to find and it is noncorrosive

to the equipment.

The study was conducted in a plastic tower. This tower was filled

with city tap water to three different heights: 18, 33.38 and 47

inches. Carbon dioxide, fed from a supply system, was fed to the

bottom of the tower through a hypodermic needle. Three different

sizes of the needles, 0.033, 0.023 and 0.016 inches in diameter, were

used in the investigation,
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II. THEORY

In studying the relation of surface tension of liquid and curva-

ture of the bubble, a relation

AP =
26

r
(1)

has been proposed as a correlation for the bubbles, where AP is the

difference in pressure within the bubble and the pressure on the

outside of the bubble, S is the surface tension and r is the bubble

radius. This equation if true would indicate that an extremely high

pressure within the bubble will exist at small radius. Since this

pressure will be equivalent to the partial pressure at the interface

for a pure gas, high mass transfer rates should be expected with

the small bubbles.

There are many ways to derive the equation.

2.1 Derivation of Equation (1) by Hutchinson
(8)

In Figure 1, ABCD represents a small section of curved liquid

surface separating phase a (vapor or gas) from phase 3 (liquid).

Such small areas can be characterized in terms of two principle

radii of curvature rl and r
2
and the area ABCD is given by the product

of two arcs AB and BC.



Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a small section of a curved surface
separating a liquid from its vapor.

This area, , is equal to AB, BC or r1r20102, where 0
1

and

0
2
are the angles subtended at the center of curvature..

Imagine that the area ABCD is moved to a position parallel to

its original position as a result of an increase in the radii of

curvature, i.e., r
1

r
1
+dr,r

2
4- r

2
+dr. This change in area will

occur by the action of the pressure different (p
a
-p

is

). The area

of the new surface A'B'C'D' is greater than the original area ABCD,

and the change therefore involves the performance of work against

the surface tension. The amount of work involved in extending the

area of surface must balance the work performed by the pressure;

accordingly,

2' = A'B'C'D' = (r1 +dr)(r2+dr)0182

r1r20102 + (ri+r2)018 dr (2)
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Hence the work performed against the surface tension is given by

work = gpt-w = 6(ri+r2)dr0102 (3)

The mechanical work done by the pressure is given, to a close

approximation, by the quantity (Pa-P13)ABCDdr

work = (1)1-13)r
1
r
2
0
1
0
2
dr ( )

Equation (3) equals. Equation (4);

(Pa--0)r1r20102dr = 6(ri+r2)0102dr

Pa-1313 --6-- (r + r2)

12 1 2

1 1

6(r.
1 2

For a spherical shape, the two radii of the curvature are identical;

accordingly

or

pc 26

AP
26

2.2 Derivation of Equation (1) by Grassman(7)

(6)

Whenever the surface is increased from A
a

to A
w
work must be

done to counteract the surface tension and the product of the newly

formed surface and the surface tension gives the work introduced

into the system W. Thus,

W
6

= 6(A
W
-A

a
) = 6A

w (7)
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Aa is usually negligible compared with Aw. In this surface

work, completely ordered energy - the free energy of the surface,

must be considered. From this the surface energy, i.e. the whole of

the energy to be supplied to the surface per unit area on increase

in the surface area, should be distinguished. It is made up of the

surface work supplied, Under the effect of surface tension, bubbles

tend to assume the shape with smallest specific surface, i.e. the

spherical shape, provided that other forces do not prevent this. The

work required to increase the surface by dA;

dwcs = (SdA (8)

is therefore used instead of the volume work, i.e., pdv which is

used in many calculations.

Because of the surface tension, the pressure in a bubble is

AP
S

greater than in surroundings. This capillary pressure can easily

be calculated for a spherical bubble surrounded completely by liquid

if the bubble is considered being cut through the equator. The

surface tension, 6, acting along the equator with the diameter

d = 2r produces a force 6d11 which is balanced by the pressure APS

!acting on the circular surface
d4

Thus;

so

SdII =
APS d

2

4

APS = LS

(9)

(10)

This pressure also has to be overcome when gas enters, through a
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capillary of diameter d into a liquid which wets the ground surface

satisfactorily. The meniscus then assumes in succession the shapes

a, b and c of Figure 2 which can be considered at a first approxi-

mation to be spherical cups. Of these the "hemisphere" b has the

smallest radius of curvature, so that the pressure P6 is the greatest

in b.

Figure 2. Formation of a bubble over an inlet opening of circular
cross-section.

When the liquid does not wet the surface, the bubble can expand

as in case d over the existing opening so that the capillary pressure

falls. In the case of a bubble surrounded by a liquid film, e.g. a

soap bubble suspended in air. The pressure is twice that according

to equation (10) , because the surface tension acts on both the inner

and outer surface of liquid film.

2.3 Derivation of Equation (1) by Defay(3)

Considering a portion of a spherical surface separating two

phases the external pressure phase will be denoted by a prime and
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the internal pressure by a double prime. The effect of gravity

will be neglected. A spherical cap, whose section is shown in

Figure 3, is subjected to a surface tension 6 around the base of the

cap, and to normal pressure P' and P" at each point on the surface..

Figure 3. Equilibrium forces on a spherical cap.

The condition for equilibrium of all the forces resolved along

the cz direction in Figure 4 can be established. Let 6A be an

element of the surface and 6A' its projection on phase'a . The force

exerted normal to the element of surface SA is (P"-PI)SA, and the

resolved part of this force along cz.

(P"-P')COS a(6A) (1"-P)6A1 (11)

The sum of all such resolved force is

(P"-P' )A' = (P"-PI )Ilp 2 (12)



where A' is the area of the circular base and p is its radius.

At the same time, the surface tension exerts a force csaA on each

element of length al of the circumference of the base.

Figure 4. Equilibrium of spherical cap.

The resolved part of this force along cz is -6C0Srsz and the sum of

all such contributions is;

21I

-(5 cos isj(a)r?'
261102

0

9

(13)

Since the system is symetrical about the axis cz, all forces normal to

cz must cancel. The condition of mechanical equilibrium requires that

the forces along cz also cancel:

SO

(P -P' )II p2- 2(371 p2 =

r

(P"-P') = 26

0 (14)

(15)



This fundamental equation shows that, due to the surface

tensions, a spherical surface of radius of curvature r maintains

mechanical equilibrium between two fluids at pressure difference

P"-Pl. The phase on the concave side of the surface experiences a

pressure P" which is greater than that on the convex side.

In particular, if r = P = P'. Hence a plane surface can

exist only if the pressure of the fluid on the two sides are equal.

If, instead of a spherical surface, one considers any surface

whatever, the condition of mechanical equilibrium at each point in

the surface is given by;

r_p( = 8 (1. + _1.

'r/ 1-21

where r
1
and r

2
are the two principle radii of curvature of the

surface, at the point considered. Before proving this equation, the

mean curvature defined by

10

(16)

1

rm -2r
1 r 21

must be introduced. Equation (10) becomes

(17)

2,6

rm (18)

which is generalization of equation (15).
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2.4 Derivation of Equation (1) by Adamson(1)

Figure 5. Small section of an arbitrarily curved surface.

A small section of an arbitrarily curved surface is shown in

Figure 5. The two radii of curvature, R, and R2, are indicated in

the figure, and the section of surface taken is small enough so that

R
1
and R

2
are essentially constant.

The two radii of curvature for some arbitrarily curved sur-

face are obtained as follows. One erects a normal to the surface

at the point in question and then passes a plane through the surface

which contains the normal. The line of intersection in general will

be curved, and the radius of curvature is that for a circle tangent

to the line at the point involved. The second radius of curvature is

obtained by passing a second plane through the surface, also con-

taining the normal, but perpendicular to the first plane. This gives

a second line of intersection and a second radius of curvature.

If the first plane is rotated through a full circle, the first

radius of curvature will go through a maximum, and its value at this

maximum is called "the principle radius of curvature." The second

principle radius of curvature is then that in a second plane, kept

at right angle to the first.
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Now if the surface is displaced a small distance outward, the

change in area will be

AA = (x+dx)(y+dy) -xy

= xdy + ydx (19)

The work done in forming this additional amount of surface is

work = 6 (xdy + ydx) (20)

There will be a pressure difference, AP, across the surface; it acts

on the area xy through a distance dz. The corresponding work is thus

work = APxydz

From comparison of similar triangles, it follows that

(x + dx) /(R1 + dz) = x /R1

or

and

or

(21)

dx = xdz /R1 (22)

(y + dy) /(R2 + dz) = y/R2

dy = ydz/R2 (23)

If the surface is to be in mechanical equilibrium, the two work terms

must be equal; upon equating them and substituting the expressions for

dx and dy, the final result will be
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d( xdy + ydx) = LPxydz _(24)

txydz + yxdz.
= APxydzp R2 R2

)

1

6(17 +
1

AP
2 1

2.5 Derivation of Equation (1) by Jost(9)

In gravity field g (z axis);

a
dP

a
/dz = Pg

and

(25)

(26)

(27)

dp
a
/dz = - Pg (28)

where p
a

and 0, P
a
and P

IS

are, respectively, the hydrostatic pressures

and the densities in the two phase a and a, as shown in Figure 6.

n Z

phase a

phase a

Figure 6. Two phase a and a separated by a surface whose normal n

is directed from a to a.



It may be shown that the condition of local equilibrium of the

surface tension is given by

and

a
P -P' = 8(k

1
+k

2
) + gTcos0

14

(29)

d8/dz = gT (30)

Where T is the surface density, k1 and k2 are the two principle

curvatures of the surface, and 8 is the angle between the z-axis

and the perpendicular to the surface directed from a to (3. Neglect-

ing the gravity effect on 8, T = 10-7 gm/cm3 and d8/dz = 10
-4

dyne/am
2

; equation (29) reduces to

Pa
f3

P - P = 8(k
1
+ k

2
)

with (5 uniform on the surface.

For the mean curvature as defined by;

= 1 1 1

rm 2 rl r2)

(31)

(32)

where r
1
and r

2
are the principle radii of curvature equation (31)

becomes;

Pa -P' = 28/r
m

(33)

The fundamental equation (31) shows that, a curved surface maintains

mechanical equilibrium between two fluids at different pressure

a
13,

P and P as a result of the surface tension.

Generally, because of the effect of gravity, Pc'-P13, and thus

k
1
+ k

2
varies along the surface.



In particular:

Pa i= P ; f r =

15

hence, a plane surface can exist only if the pressure of fluid on

(34)

the two sides are equal.

2.6 The Formation of Bubble

The simplest mechanism of bubble formation is that in which the

bubble is formed very slowly at the open end of the tube which is

immersed vertically in the liquid. In this case the bubble will

grow until its buoyancy exceeds the surface tension forces tending

to hold it onto the tube at which time it will detach itself. This

phenomenon forms the basis of a method for measuring the surface

tension of a liquid. Conversely, if the surface tension of the

liquid is known, the size of the bubble which will be formed at a

tube of given dimensions can be estimated,

If the bubble is assumed to be spherical and a diameter db at

the moment of release, the buoyancy force acting on it is given by:

F
b

= (6) d
3
A Pg

where

A P = density different between liquid and gas

g = acceleration due to gravity

the surface tension force is given by

F5 = Hd
o
gcose)f(do/a)

where

(35)

(36)



d
0

= orifice diameter

surface tension of liquid

o = angle of contact at triple interface

a = (26/ g)1/3

f(d0 /a) = shape factor

For a sphere, f(d0 /a) = 1 and if the tube is perfectly wetted by

the liquid 0= 0, one obtains

or

then

16

(I1/6)4Apg = Hd06 (37)

d
b

= (6d
0 P
6/A g)

1/3

v
b 611

d0 Apg

(38)

(39)

Kumar and Kuloor(5), stated that the volume of the bubble pro-

duced from an orifice is directly proportional to the orifice diameter

at low gas flow rate. Apart from the size of the orifice, the nature

of the orifice is of considerable importance. For example, the

bubbles formed from an orifice plate and a tube of the same diameter

yields different bubble sizes. The orifice plate is found to yield

higher bubble volume than the corresponding tube. One major variable

associated with the orifice is the geometry of the opening. Most

of the investigators have used circular orifice; however, slots of

various shapes are used in the industry.

Datta et al.(4) investigated the formation of bubbles from various

diameter orifices oriented vertically upwards. These results were
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summarized by the following conclusions;

(1) For circular orifice up to 0.015 inch diameter, the bubbles

are substantially spherical and after an initial acceleration on

release, these bubbles travel upwards at a uniform velocity,

following a vertical path.

(2) For orifice between 0.015 and 0.15 inch diameter, the bubbles

are spherical at the orifice, but on release rapidly assume an

ellipsoidal shape with the longer axis horizontal. In this form the

bubbles travel upwards, following a zig-zag path. Datta concluded

that once the bubble has assumed the stable ellipsoidal form, its

shape does not change appreciably, but rocks to and fro about its

shorter axis during the ascent. Miyagi(13) disagreed with this

observation claiming the bubbles followed a helical path which he

attributes to harmonic oscillations within the bubble; these

oscillations produced periodic changes in the inclination of its

axis as it passed through the static spherical configuration.

(3) With orifice diameters exceeding 0.15 inch, the bubbles

became unstable. The bubbles had primarily symetrical saucer shapes;

the size of bubbles varied in a random manner, and their paths were

irregular. For these large sizes, disruption may occur, with the

formation of small satellite bubbles,

(4) When the ratio of the diameter to the diameter of liquid

column exceeds 0.75, the bubble assumed a cylindrical shape with an

ogival head and a flat tail. The condition then approaches that seen

in the pohle air-lift, in which alternate pellets of gas and liquid

rise in the eductor.
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The limiting conditions for the three characteristic modes of

bubble ascent are dependent upon the properties of the liquid and,

in particular, its viscosity. Thus, for a very viscous liquid, the

bubbles tend to preserve symmetrical shapes up to much larger sizes

than would be observed in water and their path tends to remain

vertical.

2.7 The Capillary Rise Method for Measuring Surface Tension

In the absence of external forces a body of liquid tends to

assume a shape of minimum area. It is normally prevented from

assuming spherical shapes by the force of gravity, as well as by

contact with other objects. When a liquid is in contact with a solid

surface, there exists a specific surface free energy for the interface,

on interfacial 612. A solid surface itself has a surface tension

6
2,

which is often large in comparison with the surface tension of

liquids. Consider a liquid surface tension 61 in contact with a

solid with surface tension 6
2'

with which it has an interfacial

tension 612. This liquid will freely spread over the solid surface

and wet it, if in creating the liquid-solid interface and an equal

area of liquid surface at the expense of an equal area of solid

surface, the free energy of the entire system decreases:

81 + 6
12

- 6
2

<0 (40)
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2r

Figure 7. Capillary rise h in a tube of radius r.

When a vertical tube is dipped into a liquid, a film of the liquid

must run up the capillary wall if. equation (40) is obeyed. Then in

order to reduce the surface of the liquid, the menicus will tend to

rise in the tube. It will rise until the force of gravity on the

liquid in the capillary above the outside surface, 11r2(h +

exactly counterbalances the tension at the circumference, which is

21Ird
1'

In these expressions p is the density of the liquid, g is

the acceleration of gravity, h is the height of the liquid above the

outside surface, r is the radius of the cylindrical capillary, and

r/3 is a correction for the amount of fluid above the bottom of the

meniscus, assuming it to be hemispherical as shown in Figure 7.

then

Hr2(h + c)Pg = 2Hr(51

61

1

(h 1-31)P gr

(41)

(42)
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III, EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The equipments used in this investigation can be divided into

the following categories:

1. the transparent plastic tower

2. the tube orifice and gas supply system

3. the pressure transducer indicator

4. the graph recorder and the mercury manometer

5. the capillary tube.

3.1 The Transparent Plastic Tower

The tower, as illustrated in Figure 8, was made of 1/2-inch

thick, transparent plastic. The tower was one foot long and one foot

wide in cross-section and 5 feet tall. The tower was assigned to

contain approximately 4 to 5 cubic feet of water. At the middle of

the base, a 3/8-inch hole was drilled for inserting the tube orifice

and at one corner, a 1-inch water gate was used to adjust the level

of water in the tower. The tower was opened at the top, thus pro-

viding an easy means of filling and an escape for the rising gas

bubbles.

3.2 The Tube Orifice and Gas Supply System

The tube orifice was made by welding a stainless steel, made

by Becton-Dickinson Company, to a 3/8-inch tube. These tube orifices

are illustrated in Figure 9. The tube was connected to the three-

way connection tube; one-way of the tube was connected to the gas
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Figure 8. The transparent plastic tower.
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Figure 9. The hypodermic needle.
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Figure 10. The gas system.
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supply system, a second-way was connected to the pressure transducer

indicator and the third-way was connected to the needle. Hypodermic

needles were used in the investigation. The needles, numbering versus

sizes, had the following diameters;

diameter for needle number 18 = 0.033 inch

diameter for needle number 20 = 0.023 inch

diameter for needle number 22 = 0.016 inch

The gas supply system consisted of the carbon dioxide gas tank, the

pressure regulator and the micro needle valve. The needle valve was

a Hiko micro needle valve, model #165402B. The gas system is illus-

trated in Figure 10.

3.3 The Pressure Transducer Indicator

The transducer indicator was operated with Pace variable reluc-

tance transducers to provide a direct reading measurement system.

The reluctance transducer had a 25 psi plate to detect the pressure

difference between both sides of the plate. The pressure at one

side was atmospheric. The pressure transducer indicator was model

number CD-25, made by Pace Engineering Company. The pressure

transducer indicator is illustrated in Figure 11.

3.4 The Graph Recorder and Mercury Manometer

The graph recorder was a high speed, Hewlett-Packard recorder,

model number 7402A, with 2 channel outputs. This recorder was used

to record the pressure at the needle when the bubble left the tip of

the needle. At the same time, it showed the bubble formation rate.



Figure 11. Pressure transducer indicator.
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The graph recorder is illustrated in Figure 12. The reading pressure

from the recorder was calibrated with the mercury monometer which

was made from 1/4-inch, glass U-tube, filled to a 6-inch height of

mercury.

3.5 The Capillary Tube

The capillary tube was a 10-microlitre glass pipette. The tube

was 0 041 centimeter in diameter and 12.6 cm centimeter long. The

capillary tube was illustrated in Figure 13. The capillary tube

was used in the evaluation of the surface tension of tap water in

the presence of carbon dioxide.
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Figure 12. Graph recorder.
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Figure 13, Capillary tube,
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

To meet the objective of this study, the work was divided into

two separate parts. Part I involved the measurement of the pressures

at the tip of the hypodermic needles and the diameters of the

bubbles formed from the various tips with various heights of liquid

above the nozzle. Part II involved the measurement of the surface

tension of tap water which had been saturated with carbon dioxide.

4.1 PART I; The Formation of Gaseous Bubbles from Various Size
Hypodermic Needles Immersed Vertically in Water

Figure 14, illustrates the schematic placing of the equipment

used in this part of investigation. Three different sizes of hypo-

dermic needles were used to introduce the carbon dioxide bubble into

the water tank. They were numbers 18, 20 and 22. With each needle,

three different depths of water in the tank, 18, 33,38 and 47 inches,

were involved. This provided three different overhead pressures of

the aqueous phase at the tip of the needle due to the particular

depth of water.

After choosing a particular hypodermic needle and inserting

the gas inlet line into the bottom of the tank, the carbon dioxide

tank valve was fully opened. Tap water was introduced into the tank

to bring the water to the desired depth. Then the desired carbon

dioxide flow rate was obtained by careful adjustment of the needle

valve. The flow rate was chosen so that a set number of single

bubbles were found at the tip of the needle per given unit time.

The pressure in the gas inlet line was measured by a pressure
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transducer inserted into a tee in the gas flow line; this pressure

was recorded on the graph recorder. As illustrated in Figure 15, the

transducer was calibrated by using the mercury manometer. By insert-

ing the line connected to the manometer, to the gas inlet and increas-

ing the gas flow rate to get the same transducer pressure reading as

recorded in the experiment run, the manometer provided a calibrated

pressure value equivalent to the transducer recording value. By

means of a Bernoulli balance, the pressure drop between the tee and

the tip of the needle was evaluated., This then permitted the evalua-

tion of the pressure at the needle tip at the time when the gas

bubble was formed and left the needle.

During the formation of the bubble, its release from the needle

tip and its initial rise into the aqueous phase, movies were taken

by using a closeup lense attached to the super 8-movie camera. An

enlargement of individual motion picture frames provided a clear

picture for comparing the size of the bubble to a scale placed behind

the needle tip. The diameter of the bubble was carefully measured

and recorded.

This procedure was followed for each water depth investigation

and for each of the hypodermic needles.

4.2 PART II. Evaluation of the Surface Tension of Tap Water
Saturated with Carbon Dioxide

In this part of the experiment, the capillary rise method was used

to measure the surface tension of aqueous phase. First, the capillary

tube was soaked in hot nitric acid for several minutes and rinsed
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copiously with distilled water to insure that its surface was clean.

When not in use, the capillary tube was stored by immersing in a

tall flask of distilled water. The apparatus was assembled as shown

in Figure 16, with the capillary tube positioned in a vertical

direction. The height, h, of the capillary rise for either the

distilled water or the carbon dioxide saturated tap water were

measured and recorded. The surface tension could be evaluated with

the height of rise and the radius of the capillary tube,
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h

Figure 16. Capillary rise method.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of this study can be divided into two sections.

The first section considers the formation of gaseous carbon dioxide

bubbles at the tip of a hyperdermic needle which is inserted verti-

cally into a column of water. The second section considers the

classical method for measuring surface tension by the rise of fluid

in a capillary tube.

5.1 The Gaseous Bubble Formation

As previously discussed in the theory chapter, the size of

the bubble formed from an orifice is related to the difference in

internal pressure and the pressure external to the bubble. Experi-

mental data were collected for three different size needles, showing

the size of bubbles released from each needle into three different

column heights of water. The value of the AP at the tip of the

needle, radius of the released bubble and the height of water column

for each needle are tabulated in Table 1.

According to the theoretical equation derived in the theory

chapter, the data should be correlated by

AP =
26

r
(1)

Accordingly, the data have been plotted as AP (lbf/in2) versus l/r

bubble and 1/r orifice in Figure 16 and 17. These two figures were

chosen to see whether the best correlation should involve the actual

radius of the bubble at the time it is released or the radius of
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TABLE 1. The AP and radius of the bubble.

Needle #18; Inside diameter = 0.033 inches.

Run No. Height of water
(inches)

AP

(lbf/in')
rbubble
(inch)

1

2

3

18.0

33.38

47.0

0.084

0.0792

0.0992

0.0914

0.0903

0.0872

Needle #20; Inside diameter = 0.023 inches.

Run No. Height of water OP

(inches) (lbf/in
2

)

r
bubble
(inch)

1

2

3

18.0

33.38

47.0

0.064

0.0892

0.0802

0.08173

0.0811

0.0802

Needle #22: Inside diameter 0.016 inches.

Run No. Height of water
(inches)

Ap

(lbf /in2)

r
bubble
(inch)

1

2

3

18.0

33,38

47.0

0.0849

0.0895

0.0901

0.0788

0.0739

0.0713
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the orifice from which the bubble is formed.

The pressure difference, AP, which existed when single bubbles

were released from various size needles into the same depth of water,

is plotted versus the radius of the orifice as shown in Figure 18,

19 and 20. These figures were constructed to show if there were

any effect of the head of water on the pressure difference, AP,

which existed at the time the bubble was released.

5.2 The Surface Tension of Tap Water

The experimental values of the surface tension of tap water

saturated with carbon dioxide and distilled water in air are tabulated

in Table 2. The surface tension was calculated using the equation;

1
= 2 (h + -1i)r p g (43)

where h is the height the fluid rises in the capillary tube, r is the

radius of the capillary tube, p is the density of fluid and g is the

specific gravity, i.e. 32.2 ft/sec
2

. The average value of the surface

tension for tap water saturated with carbon dioxide is 0.0003725 lbf/in

and the average value for the surface tension of distilled water in

air is G.000413751bf/in. From Datta
(4)

, the value of surface tension

of air-water system is 0.0004157 lbf/in and in the Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics
(18)

. The value is reported to be 0.0004168 lb
f
/in. Data

for water saturated with carbon dioxide have not been reported in

the literature.



TABLE 2. The surface tension of distilled water and tap water.

For distilled water

Run No. Height of water in
capillary tubes

(inch)

Surface tension
(lb

f
/in)

43

1

2

3

4

2.84

2.83

2.84

2.84

0.000414

0.000413

0.000414

0.000414

For carbon dioxide-water solution

Run No. Height of water in
capillary tubes

(inch)

Surface tension
(lbf/in)

1

2

3

4

2.56

2.54

2.56

2.56

0.000373

0.000371

0.000323

0.000373
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5.3 Discussion of Results

Although there is a deviation in the experimental data when

plotting the P versus 1/r
bubble'

a line through the data provided a

means by which the surface tension of the rising bubble can be

evaluated. The slope of this line, which equals to 2,s, is approxi-

mately 0.007 lb/in or 1225.89 dyne/cm. The surface tension is then

0.0035 lbf/in, a value nearly 9.5 times higher than the value

measured in section 5.2.

Considering the correlation equation;

AP =
26

r
(1)

there are two possible reasons for the data deviation if this

equation truly represents the surface tension of the bubble. Both

of these reasons are directly related to the fact that the AP is

obtained by subtracting the two numbers; an error in one of the numbers

or in both numbers will result in a major deviation in AP.

Errors in AP may have been due to errors in measuring the external

or internal pressure or both. The external pressure was determined

by measuring the height of the water column above the tip of the

nozzle. If one makes an error of ± 2% for the 18 inch-column of

water; i.e., 17.64 inches or 18.36 inches, the external pressure

would be either 0.637 lbf/in2 or 0.663 lbf/in2, respectively.

Since this value is subtracted from an internal pressure value of

0.734 lbf/in2, there is a possible error in the AP of approximately

± 20% due to ± 2% error in the height of the liquid column.

Similar errors could have been made in the evaluation of the
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internal pressure. For example, an error in reading the difference

in the height of the two mercury columns in the monometer of only ±

.03 inch would change the predicted internal pressure for a recorded

value of 1.496 inch of mercury of about 2.6%, i.e. 0.737 ± 0.019

lbf/in
2

. This would result in an error in the AP of ± 24%. Obviously,

an error in both pressure measurements could result in errors ranging

from ±4% to 44%. The sensitivity of the pressure measurements may

explain the scattering of the data in Figure 12 as well as the

high surface tension value.

The diameter of the bubble was measured after enlarging a

picture of the bubble and the background scale onto a screen. The

diameter's measurement was believed to be accurate to within ±3%.

This would only shift the data slightly along the horizontal scale.

Another possible reason for the high AP value may be due to the

mass transfer of carbon dioxide between the time the bubble was formed

at the tip of the hypodermic needle and the time the radius of the

released bubble was measured.

Figure 22. Pressure inside the bubble at the needle tip.
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In Figure 22, P1 was the pressure evaluated in section 4.1.

Initially, P1 was expected to be equal to P3, the pressure inside the

bubble at the moment it was released from the needle. The experimental

measurements indicate that P3 might be slightly lower than P1. A

possible explanation of this phenomenon is that the time when the

bubble started to expand and leave the needle tip, the pressure of

pure carbon dioxide inside the bubble was about 1.2 atmosphere. The

overall mass transfer flux, NA as defined in Welty, Wide and

Wilson
(19)

by;

NA = KG (P
AG

- P
A

) (44)

where P
AG

is the bulk composition in gas phase and P
A

is the partial

pressure of carbon dioxide in equilibrium with the bulk composition

of carbon dioxide in the liquid phase. In this case PAG is much higher

than P
A'

so it will cause a high mass transfer flux, NA.

If due to mass transfer, the pressure in the bubble is lowered

by only 0.45%, i.e. approximate 0.072 lbf/in2, the pressure inside

the bubble, P3, would be decreased to 15.913 lbf/in
2

. The AP would

then be 0.0064 lbf /in2, which is 12 times lower than the measured

value and essentially the value required for the surface tension

value in section 5.2.

From equations (38) and (39), the size of the bubbles, the

ratio between the volume of the bubble and orifice diameter were

calculated and tabulated in Table 3. The results of these calculations

were lower than the values measured and calculated from the experi-

ment. Variation between experimentally measured and theoretically
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predicted values have been reported by other investigators as shown

in Table 4. For example, the value of Vb
/do

at the orifice diameter

of 0.07 cm, which is in the same range of this study, reported by

Mair
(10)

was 0.8 compared to 0.23 by calculation from the equation

(39) for air-water system. The other investigators reported the

values of Vb/do , for air-water system, ranged from 0.04 to 1 depend-

ing upon the size of the orifice diameter. The average value of

V
b/do

for this experimental study is 0.099 in
2

(0.64 cm
2
); this is

the same range as the earlier investigators. The value of Vb
/do

for

carbon dioxide-water system by calculation in this study is 0.0322

inch2 (0.208 cm2).

In part 2 of the experiment, the surface tension of tap water

saturated with carbon dioxide was measured at atmospheric pressure.

In part 1 of the experiment, the pressure at the needle tip was

about 1.2 atmosphere. Using the result presented by Slowinski(16)

and by Eriksson(6) in their investigations on the effect of pressure

on the surface tension of liquids, one can evaluate the changes in

the surface tension value with pressure from Figure 23 and 24. An

attempt was made to correct the value reported in section 5.2;

however, it was found that there would be a change of less than

0.0000057 lb
f
/in in the value of surface tension if the pressure at

the tip of the needle increased from 1 to 2 atmosphere. The accuracy of

surface tension measurement does not warrant this slight correction.
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TABLE 3. Comparison between the experimental and theoretical results.

Needle #18; D
o
= 0.033 inch (0.08382 cm)

Run No. D
bubble

(inch)

(experiment)

D
bubble

(inch)

(calculation)

V
b
/D

o
(inch

2
)

(experiment)

V
b
/D

o
(inch

2
)

(calculation)

1 0.183 0.127 0.0972 0.0322

2 0.181 0,127 0.0935 0.0322

3 0.176 0.127 0.086 0.0322

Needle #20; Do = 0.023 inch (0.05842 cm)

Run No.
Dbubble

(inch)

(experiment)

(inch)DbubbleD
bubble

(calculation)

Vb/Do(inch2)

(experiment)

Vb/Do(inch2)

(calculation)

1 0.163 0.112 0.099 0.0322

2 0.162 0.112 0.0972 0.0322

3 0.160 0.112 0.0941 0.0322

Needle #22; D
o
= 0.016 inch (0.04064 cm)

Run No.
Dbubble

(inch) Dbubble (inch) Vb/Do(inch2) Vb/Do(inch2)

(experiment) (calculation) (experiment) (calculation)

1

2

3

0.157

0.148

0.143

0.101

0.101

0.101

0.127

0.1055

0.0948

0.0322

0.0322

0.0322



TABLE 4. Relation between the size of bubbles and the orifice at
which the bubbles are formed.

Diameter
(cm)

0.0118

0.022

0.030

0.0349

0.04

0.043

0.070

0.095

0.132

0.179

0.211

0.296

0.345

0.450

0.519

0.538

Volume (ml)

Maier Owen Swinden Datta

0.002

0.0052 0.0038

0.0011

0.0023

0.0445

0.0602

0.0168

0.134

0.0036

0.022

0.013

0.032

0.045

0.054

0.064

0.100

0.140

0.228

49

Vt

Dm(CML9 )

0.18

0.23/0.17

0.04

0.07

0.43

1.0/0.09

0.8

0.34

0.34

0.30

0.30

0.34

0.05

0.06

0.31

0.44

0.24

Note: Unit of parameters are given in metric units as originated

reported by Datta et al.
(4)
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IV. RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDY

The experience gained from this preliminary investigation pro-

vided recommendations for future studies of bubble formation. Some

of the suggestions include:

1. The level of mercury in the manometer should be measured

more accurately; for example, by using a cathetometer. This study

showed that even a very slight error in reading the pressure could

make considerable difference in the calculation and the results.

2. The picture of the bubble could be improved by:

a) Using larger film because it will give a more

clear picture when enlarged. The suggestion is

16mm or 35mm film instead of 8mm in this study.

b) Using a higher speed camera. In this experiment

the maximum speed of the camera was 32 frames per

second, but the camera can go as fast as 60 to 200

frames per second. The suggestion is about 64 to

80 frames per second.

c) Using a better lense and light system, this will

give a clearer picture which should be more accurate

for measuring the size of the bubbles,

Larger size film and higher speed camera will make the cost of

this experimentation 4 or 5 times greater than the super 8 film

used in this study. In the same manner, using a higher speed camera

will use a lot more film which will increase the cost of the

experiment substantially.
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Experimental Data for Part 1.

Needle #18; ID = 0.033 inch, tube; ID = 0.1719 inch

RUN NO. Height of water
(inch)

Flow rate
(Bubbles/min)

Pressure

(torrs)
Diameter
of bubble

(inch)

1 18 14 38 0.183

2 33.38 14 66.5 0.181

3 47 18 93 0.176

Needle #20; ID = 0.023 Inch, tube; ID = 0.01328 inch

RUN NO. 1 Height of water
(inch)

Flow rate
(BubblesAnin)

Pressure
(torrs)

Diameter
of bubble

(inch)

1 18 15 37 0.163

2 23.38 6 67 0.162

3 47 4 92 0.160

Needle #22; ID = 0.016 inch, tube; ID = 0.130 inch

RUN NO. Height of water
(inch)

Flow rate
(Bubbles/min)

Pressure
(torrs)

Diameter
of bubble

(inch)

1 18 78 33 0.157

2 33.38 76 67 0.148

3 47 26 92.5 0.143
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Needle No. Length of tube
(inch)

Length of needle
(inch)

18

20

22

8.38

3.88

4.13

0.25

0.25

0.25



Experimental Data for Part 2.

For distilled water

RUN NO. Height of water in capillary tube
(inch)

1 2.84

2 2.83

3 2.84

4 2.84

For CO2 -water system

RUN NO. Height of water in capillary tube
(inch)

1 2.56

2 2.54

3 2.56

4 2.56

radius of capillary tube = 0.00807 inch

0.000672 ft.

57
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Sample of calculation:

For experimental part 1.

Needle #18; RUN NO. 1

Reading pressure = 3.8 cm of Hg

76

3.8
cm

cm
x 14.697 lb/in

2

= 0.7348 lb/in2

Height of water = 18 inch

18 inch ft lb/in
2

x
12 in

of H2O x
2.306 ft of H2O

= 0.65044 lb/in2

density of CO2 at 1.2 atm, 60°F = 0,1176 lbm/ft3

p viscosity of CO2 at 1.2 atm, 60°F = 0.965 lbm/ft-ccc.

Friction loss from sudden contraction of cross section

From
Ve

b
fc

= K

I
c 2g

c

K
c

= 0.4(1- 4)-.) i

a

where S =

S
a

=

=S
b

cross section area

I L (0.171875) 2 = 0,0232 in
2

4

E
4

(0.033)
2

= 0.000855 in2



so K
c

0.4 f1-0.000855N
0.0232 '

Flow rate

= 0.38525

diameter of bubble = 0.18292 inch

Volume of bubble =
lid

(0.18292)3
6

= 0.0032046 in
3

flow rate = 14 bubble/min

= 0.2333 bubbles/sec

flow rate = 0.2333 bubbles in
3

x 0.0032046
sec bubble

= 0.0007474 in
3
/sec

velocity in needle =
0.0007434 in3 /sec

in
2

velocity in tube

SO h
fc

= 0.8745 in/sec

= 0.072879 ft/sec

0.0007474 in
3
/sec

0.0232
in

2

= 0.03221 in/sec

= 0.00268 ft/sec

0.38525 (0.072879)
2

ft
2
/sec

2

2(32,2)
ft /sect

= 0.00003197 ft

59
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Reynold Number

N
Re

=
DV p

D = Diameter of tube (ft)

v = velocity in tube (ft)

P = density of fluid (lb /ft3)

= viscosity of fluid (lb/ft-sec)

NRe in tube =
0.17857 inch x ft x0.00268 ft/sec x 0.01176 lb/ft

3

12 inch

= 0.4865

N
Re

in needle = 0.033 inchxft x0.072879 ft/secx0.1176 lb/ft
3

12 inch
0,965 x 10-5 lb/ft-sec

= 2.4424

Friction factor

For N
Re

<2100 (Larminar flow)

so f =
1

C.L

N
Re

f for tube =
16

0.4865

= 32.88797 ft.

f for needle = 16
2.4424

= 6.5509 ft,
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Correcting the pressure drop

From Bernoulli equation

AP
+

Av
2

g/Az
= friction loss

2g
c c

for friction loss in tube

AP Av
2

g Az L v
2

+ + /gc = 2f 5
c

(P2 - 0.7348) lb/in2 144 in2 0 8.375 in ft
12 in

0.1176
lb/ft

3
ft

2

= 2(32.88792 ft) (8.375 in) (0.002682 ft2/sect)
10.171875 in

32.2 ft/sec
2

P
2

= 0.73423 lb/in
2

for friction loss at sudden contraction

Az beDP Av2

:

g

/g c

(P
2
- 0.73423) lb/in

2
144 in

2
(0.0728292-0.002682) ft2/sec2 0

0.1176 lb/ft3
ft

2
2(32.2) ft/sec2

P
2

= 0.73423 - 0.000000041

= 0.73423 lb/in
2

for friction loss in needle

AP Lv
2

-r
g/ Az = 2fL/D v

2

p 2g g
c 9c

(P
2
- 0.73423) lb/in

2
144 in

2
0 0.25 inch ft

+

0.1176
lb/ft3 ft2 1 12 in
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2(6.5509 ft)(0.25 in) (0,0728
2

) ft
2
/sec

2

0.033 in
32,2 ft/sec

2

P
2

= 0.734226 lb/in
2

friction loss from expanding

AP A v
2

2g

g/ Az = hf

p
igc

same as friction loss in contraction, the value is insignificant.

The pressure difference

AP = 0.734226-0.65044 lb/in2

= 0.083786 lb/in2

The bubble diameter (theoretical from equation 38).

66do 1/3
d
b

-(
Apg

-)

d
o
= orifice diameter = 0.033 inch (0.08382 cm)

= surface tension = 0.0003698 lb
f
/in

A p = density difference of water and carbondioxide

62.4 lb/ft
3

32.2 ft/sec
2

g
c

= 386.4 in/sec
2

6 x 0.0003698 lb
f
/in x 386.4 in/sec

2
x 0.033 ft

1/3

12
d
b

(

62.4 lb/ft
3
x 32.2 ft/sec

2

= 0.01058 ft

= 0.127 inch
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For Experimental Part II

From the experimental data for the rise in the capillary tube,

the surface tension can be evaluated by;

= (h + 13: ) rpg

r =

p =

h =

g =

gc

capillary tube radius (inch)

density of waterat 60°F

height of water rise in capillary tube

32.2 ft/sec

= 386.4 in/sec
2

so d =
1
(0 21325 + 0.000672)(0.000672)(62.4)(32.2)( 1 )

2
3 386.4

= 0.000373 lbf/in


